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In the leg exaggeration of knee- and ankle-jerks, vigorous hamstring-
jerks, and adductor-jerks can all be elicited with increased facility. A
clonic response is often found; in the leg, by sudden depression of the
patella or sudden dorsi-flexion of the ankle, knee- and ankle-clonus
respectively and in the arm clonic responses from the finger and wrist
flexors and even from the biceps can sometimes be obtained.
One of the earliest reflexes to reappear after the initial total eclipse Reappearance
which follows the onset of severe hemiplegia is the flexion reflex in °frefiexes
the leg; this is seen earliest as an upward movement of the great toe
which follows a scratch applied to the outer side of the sole of the
foot (Babinski's extensor plantar response). Jn the course of the few Babinski's
days or weeks following its first appearance this reflex becomes increased e'J^^r
in facility and more extensive in its expression. Although it remains response
most easily elicited by the above stimulus, pinching, pricking, or scratch-
ing any part of the foot or lower part of the leg comes to yield a
response. To extension of the great toe is added abduction or fanning Accompam-
of the other toes, flexion of the knee, dorsi-flexion of the ankle, and, f"e!lff°{.
later, flexion of the hip, with the result that in its fullest expression the response
leg is promptly withdrawn from the source of stimulation.
The abdominal and the cremasteric reflexes on the side of the hemi-
plegic impairment are diminished or lost. This diminution may show
itself as a difficulty in eliciting any response or as a premature fatigue
of the response on repeated stimulation. The exact structural altera-
tions in the nervous system which are essential for the production of
these changes in the abdominal responses are uncertain; the changes
almost invariably occur with a capsular hemiplegia but sometimes are
absent in a partial hemiplegia or monoplegia of cortical origin.
Hemiplegic limbs which are severely spastic and over which there is
little or no voluntary control occasionally move quite freely under the
influence of involuntary factors; the patient may find that in yawning involuntary
or in stretching on awakening from sleep his arm, which at all other movement
times is firmly contracted in full flexion, may participate in these move-
ments by becoming strongly extended at the elbow with partial relaxa-
tion of the wrist and finger flexion. Simultaneously the leg may exhibit
a powerful and often a tremulously clonic extension.
The postural influences which determine these lasting positions of Postural
the arm and leg may also be modified, with the result that changes influences
in the degree of spastic contraction are brought about reflexly. Thus,
if the head and neck are turned fully towards the hemiplegic side and
the patient simultaneously makes a maximal effort of some kind, e.g.
grasping, with the sound arm, the hemiplegically contracted arm may
slowly extend at the elbow and abduct slightly at the shoulder. A
repetition of his effort at grasping with the head maximally turned
away from the hemiplegic side may similarly result in stronger flexion
of the elbow and further adduction of the arm. During these procedures
similar changes in the posture of the hemiplegic leg may be observed.
In children damage of the cerebral cortex is more apt than in adults
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